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Introduction
Over the past four decades a significant amount of effort has been invested in producing a fast and accurate pricing technique for options with american-style exercise rights. Among the most popular pricing methods has been the one suggested by Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) (BAW) who provided a quadratic approximation to calculate the value of an american option on a stock. Their approach is accurate and computationally efficient. However, they document that as the option life increases, the results of their method are less accurate compared to alternative numerical approaches, such as the finite-difference method. In the first part of this study, we follow closely the steps taken by BAW in their quasi-analytical approximation for the value of the american put option on a stock. However, we introduce an additional parameter to better capture the effect of time decay on option values for longer time horizons. This is enabled with the introduction of an extra boundary condition, namely that the early exercise boundary should maximize option value ("boundaryoptimality"). The following section constructs this valuation approach.
Section 3 uses the "boundary-optimality" terminal condition to introduce a novel quadratic approximation for the valuation of american options on common stock. We model the value of American call and put options as a product of two functions, one being a function of time and the other one being a function of the stock price. Section 4 presents numerical results and section 5 concludes the present study.
A note on the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) quadratic approximation.
We work in a base-case pricing setup, where the stock pays no dividends the interest rate is constant, trading is continuous, the stock is infinitely divisible and the stock price dynamics follow a Geometric Brownian Motion. In a risk-neutral world the stochastic differential equation for the stock price is Sdz Sdt r dS
where S is the stock price, r is the interest rate, dt is the time increment, σ is the volatility of annual stock returns, δ is a continuous dividend yield and dz is the increment of a Wiener process.
Following BAW, we view the value of the american put option V A as the sum of the corresponding european put option V E and the early exercise premium ε.
V A (S(t),Τ)=V E (S(t),Τ)+ε(S(t),Τ)
, where Τ is the time to expiration.
Well-known arbitrage arguments help us build a familiar partial differential equation for the early exercise premium. Proceeding along the BAW arguments, we set
. Substituting in (3) and arranging terms we have
We now set
, w>0. w is an unknown positive quantity, that will be solved for in a system with two equations and two unknowns to be presented below. It is through the calculation of w that our approach aims at dealing with the accuracy problems of the BAW solution in put options with long times to expiration.
Substituting for K and setting r w y = , (4) becomes
We drop
, noting that as the time to expiration goes to infinity K goes to 1, while as we approach the expiration of the american option K f tends to zero. The early exercise premium for the American option now satisfies
This parabolic second-order partial differential equation (6) 
The two solutions of (7) are
The general solution of (6) is 2 1 2 1 ) (
The case for a call option
In the case of an american call option, we could have premature exercise if the continuous dividend yield δ were greater than the interest rate r. The value of the exercise premium should be increasing in the stock price. We keep the γ 2 root and we
The value function for the early exercise premium is
This boundary is a function of time and locating the boundary is itself a part of the solution. The early exercise premium of an american call option C with strike price X satisfies the following boundary conditions with respect to the optimal exercise policy B(τ).
Our pricing setting for the american call stock will be
and
Conditions (8) and (9) are well-cited in the options pricing literature.
Condition (10) is a first-order condition that ensures that the boundary value B maximizes option value. We will call this the boundary-optimality condition. The
Black-Scholes formula for the european call option price c gives us
Alternatively, we can substitute in (9) and get
. Keeping in mind that p B (S(τ),τ)=0, we substitute 2 A in (10), we differentiate with respect to B and get
=0 (13) Alternative derivations of 2 A should be equal on the boundary and hence we have the following boundary condition
γ 2 , Κ being functions of w and time.
The system of equations (13) and (14) can be numerically solved for w and B, a closed-form solution being impossible. Then, we can substitute in K, γ 2 and 2 A and solve for the value of the american call option from (11) and (12). In solving the nonlinear system using a Newton method (approximating first-order derivatives with central differences), our starting guesses were X for the boundary and 0.1r for w. This solution approach yields more accurate results compared to the original BAW solution, when it comes to long times to expiration. The interest reader can verify that, for the special case (w=r), applying boundary condition (13) or (14) in the original BAW setting yields the same results as the BAW quadratic approximation.
The case for a put option
If we are dealing with a put option, the early exercise premium is decreasing in the stock price and drops to zero as the stock price attends to infinity, we keep the first component of the solution
We could not have the 
The value of the american put option P with strike price X satisfies the following conditions with respect to the optimal early exercise boundary B′ (τ).
(boundary optimality) ) 0 1 ( ′ The value function for the american put option on a stock is given by
Boundary condition ) 0 1 ( ′ states the fact that the early exercise policy ) (B′ should maximize the value of the put option. The value of the european put
A can also be derived from ) 9 ( ′ and thus we have
. Differentiating with respect to B′ in ) 0 1 ( ′ , our boundaryoptimality condition becomes
As in the case for the call option, smooth-pasting and value-matching conditions should provide us with equal values of 1 A on the exercise boundary.
The application of the solution algorithm described earlier in solving the system of ) 3 1 ( ′ and ) 4 1 ( ′ provides us with the values of B′ and w.
An alternative quadratic approximation to the valuation of american options
For the solution of the partial differential equation (1) 
The case for a call option
In the case of a call option we have to drop γ 3 , since we want the exercise premium to be increasing in the stock price.
We have two exercise boundary conditions for the american call option: value matching and smooth pasting. The price of the american call option C is given by
C(S(t),T)=S(t)-X,
and We have two equations ( (21) and (22)) and two unknowns (a and B) . A wellperforming choice for z is aT e z − = 1 . Solving the system helps calculate the optimal exercise boundary and the price of the put option. Newton's method was employed for solving the nonlinear system of two equations and two unknowns, approximating the first-order derivatives with central differences. The starting guesses have to be structured carefully. Our starting guess for the boundary B was the exercise price X and our starting guess for a was σ e T 05 . 0 .
C(S(t),T)= c(S(t),T)+
4 γ zAS ) ( ) ( t B t S <(20)
The case for a put option
When pricing a put option we drop the γ 4 solution of (16), since the early exercise premium should be decreasing in the stock price.
The familiar boundary conditions for the american put option are Our pricing framework for the american put option P is given by the following equations. Applying the boundary-optimality condition on ) 0 2 ( ′ yields
P(S(t),T)=X-S(t),
) ( ) ( t B t S ′ ≤ ) 9 1 ( ′ and
P(S(t),T)= p(S(t),T)+
The system of ) 1 2 ( ′ and ) 2 2 ( ′ is solved numerically to give us a and B′ . As we did with the call option, we choose
. The Newton algorithm was applied the same way as in the case of the call.
Numerical results
We compare the numerical results on the accuracy of the boundary-optimality approach of section 2 (BO) and the alternative quadratic approximation of section 3 (ALTE) with the predictions of the binomial method of Cox, Ross and Rubinstein (1979) and the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) analytical approach (BAW) for american call and put options of short (three and six months) and long (three and four years) times to expiration. The price provided by the 2000-step binomial tree will be considered to be the "correct" option price.
In Tables 1 and 2 we see that when we are pricing options with short times to expiration (three or six months), all approximation techniques produce similar results, closely approximating option prices produced by the binomial tree method.
Deviations from the "correct" binomial price of the option tree are measured in term of the root-mean-squared errors (RMSE).
< Take in Table 1 here > < Take in Table 2 here > The accuracy advantage of the boundary-optimality approach presented in this paper is better demonstrated in the case of options with longer time to expiration (three or four years). As we can in tables 3 and 4 the boundary-optimality techniques of this study (BO and ALTE) the RMSE of the boundary-optimality methods are far less than the ones of BAW.
< Take in Table 3 here > < Take in Table 4 here >
Conclusions
The early exercise policy of american options should be chosen as to maximize option value. This "boundary-optimality" condition has provided us with two new analytical approximation techniques for the valuation of american options.
These methods are accurate, especially in the case of options with long times to expiration, which has been a critical challenge for analytical approximation. In the case of the alternative quadratic approximation of section 4, future research could explore the possibility of alternative functions for z as well as alternative functions for the starting values in the numerical methods employed in solving the nonlinear system of equations emerging in the proposed solution method. Table 1 . American call options on a stock that follows a Geometric Brownian Motion. Binomial is the stock price provided by the binomial tree, BAW is the price given by the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) algorithm, BO is the boundary-optimality version of BAW presented in section 2 of the paper and ALTE is the price given by the alternative quadratic method presented in section 3. RMSE is the root mean square error. S is the stock price, σ the volatility of annual stock returns, δ is the continuous dividend yield and T is the time to expiration. The exercise price is 100 and the interest rate is 0.08. Table 2 . American call options on a stock that follows a Geometric Brownian Motion. Binomial is the stock price provided by the binomial tree, BAW is the price given by the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) algorithm, BO is the boundary-optimality version of BAW presented in section 2 of the paper and ALTE is the price given by the alternative quadratic method presented in section 3. RMSE is the root mean square error. S is the stock price, σ the volatility of annual stock returns, δ is the continuous dividend yield and T is the time to expiration. The exercise price is 100 and the interest rate is 0.08. Table 3 . American put options on a stock that follows a Geometric Brownian Motion. Binomial is the stock price provided by the binomial tree, BAW is price given by the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) algorithm, BO is the boundary-optimality version of BAW presented in section 2 of the paper and ALTE is the price given by the alternative quadratic method presented in section 3. RMSE is the root mean square error. S is the stock price, σ the volatility of annual stock returns r is the interest rate and T is the time to expiration. The exercise price is 100 and the stock pays no dividends. Table 4 . American put options on a stock that follows a Geometric Brownian Motion. Binomial is the stock price provided by the binomial tree, BAW is price given by the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) algorithm, BO is the boundary-optimality version of BAW presented in section 2 of the paper and ALTE is the price given by the alternative quadratic method presented in section 3. RMSE is the root mean square error. S is the stock price, σ the volatility of annual stock returns r is the interest rate and T is the time to expiration. The exercise price is 100 and the stock pays no dividends.
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